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REVIEW

The Potential for Utilizing the “Mirror Neurone
System” to Enhance Recovery of the Severely
Affected Upper Limb Early after Stroke:
A Review and Hypothesis
Valerie M. Pomeroy, Christopher A. Clark, J. Simon G. Miller,
Jean-Claude Baron, Hugh S. Markus, and Raymond C. Tallis

Recovery of upper limb movement control after stroke might
be enhanced by repetitive goal-directed functional activities. Providing such activity is challenging in the presence of
severe paresis. A possible new approach is based on the discovery of mirror neurons in the monkey cortical area F5,
which are active both in observing and executing a movement. Indirect evidence for a comparable human “mirror
neurone system” is provided by functional imaging. The primary motor cortex, the premotor cortex, other brain areas,
and muscles appropriate for the action being observed are
probably activated in healthy volunteers observing
another’s movement. These findings raise the hypothesis
that observation of another’s movement might train the
movement execution system of stroke patients who have
severe paresis to bring them to the point at which they could
actively participate in rehabilitation consisting of goaldirected activities. The point of providing an observation
therapy would be to facilitate the voluntary production of
movement; therefore, the condition of interest would be
observation with intent to imitate. However, there is as yet
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insufficient evidence to enable the testing of this
hypothesis in stroke patients. Studies in normal subjects are needed to determine which brain sites are
activated in response to observation with intent to
imitate. Studies in stroke subjects are needed to determine how activation is affected after damage to different brain areas. The information from such studies should aid identification of those stroke patients
who might be most likely to benefit from observation
to imitate and therefore guide phase I clinical studies.
Key Words: Str oke—Physical therapy—Mirr or
neurones—Rehabilitation.

A

dvances in imaging the living brain have
delivered knowledge about the
neuroplastic processes that underlie
clinical, observable, motor recovery after
stroke. Neuroimaging has also revealed that
physical therapy may induce brain plasticity
after stroke in patients, not only in the subacute
phase but also in the chronic phase of recovery
(reviewed by Calautti and Baron1). Physical
therapy can promote neuroplasticity as well as
enhance motor recovery after stroke,2,3 and
“rehabilitation interventions can be designed
around these experience-dependent neural
systems.”4
Two recent reports highlight how current
neurorehabilitation research promises treatments that may bring greater benefits for braindamaged patients than are able to be provided
now. The Academy of Medical Sciences Report5
and the report of the First International Workshop on Neuroimaging and Stroke Recovery6
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both emphasize the need for basic and clinical scientists to exploit advances of current research and
to undertake research collaboratively. “A new science of neurorehabilitation therefore lies within
our grasp.”5
A possible new approach to promote recovery
of movement control of the upper limb is based on
the discovery of mirror neurones in cortical area F5
of the monkey, which are active both in observing
and executing a movement.7–11 On indirect evidence of functional imaging, a comparable mirror
neurone system is proposed in man, that is, there is
a functional correspondence between imagining
and motor action, observing another person doing
it and executing the motor action.12 The aim of this
review is therefore to explore whether the mirror
neurone system could be harnessed by a physical
therapy intervention consisting of patients observing another’s upper limb movement with intent to
imitate it.
The review is divided into 3 parts. Part 1 is a narrative review of the pointers toward potential
effective therapy arising out of published clinical
neurorehabilitation research and the potential of
harnessing the mirror neurone system by observation to imitate therapy. Part 2 is a systematic review
of the published human neuroimaging studies of
the mirror neurone system to identify brain areas
activated by observation and observation with
intent to imitate. Part 3 provides a synthesis of the
findings of parts 1 and 2 and also caries a
hypothesis for further research.

PART 1. CLINICAL POINTERS AND
THE “MIRROR NEURONE SYSTEM”

Clinical Science Clues
for Effective Therapy
Motor recovery of voluntary movement control
of the upper limb after stroke presents a major clinical challenge. Six months after stroke, only 38% of
patients recovered some dexterity in the paretic
arm and only 12% showed substantial functional
recovery despite having received rehabilitation.13
As there are approximately 80,000 new stroke survivors each year in the UK alone, the impact of
poor motor recovery is clear. More effective therapy is urgently required.

Clinical reports that the amount of therapy
might be inadequate are supported by the finding
of an observational survey that patients within the
first 14 days after stroke spent only 13% of the
“working day” in therapeutic activities.14 Narrative
and systematic reviews of clinical studies suggest
that more therapy might provide a better outcome
after stroke.15,16 However, 5 subsequent trials that
provided different amounts of extra physical therapy (mostly that conventional in the UK and thus
based largely on the Bobath approach17) did not
find that increased intensity of therapy improved
outcome.18–22 It is nevertheless possible that the
dose of extra therapy provided (maximum 30 min
a day, 5 days a week for 6 weeks22) was still insufficient, in that the extra therapy provided by
Kwakkel and colleagues,23,24 30 min per day 5 days
a week for 20 weeks was found to improve outcome. Uncertainty remains, however, as dosage
determinations have not featured in therapy
research as a precursor to clinical trials. Another
difference between the positive and equivocal trials was that the therapy provided by Kwakkel and
colleagues23,24 consisted of functional activity, that
is, movements forming components of everyday
living. In addition, a post hoc analysis of data from
the trial conducted by Lincoln and colleagues18
concludes that improvement might have resulted
from additional therapy consisting of repetitive
functional activity.25 Taken together, the results of
these studies suggest that repetitive functional
activity might improve outcome, a proposal supported by observations that repetitive training of
sit-to-stand enhances the ability of stroke patients
to rise safely to standing.26 This is consistent with
experimental observations of changes in the shape
and size of cortical activation areas and improvements in voluntary movement control following
activities that are repetitive, functional, and challenging.27 Human studies of such therapies have
also found beneficial effects. For example, finger
tracking training provided for a group of patients
with chronic stroke (0.8 to 21 years after the ictus)
resulted in improved hand function and a switch
from ipsilateral to contralateral cortical activation
as measured by fMRI,28 a change that has been
associated with better motor recovery.29 The present evidence therefore indicates that therapeutic
activities need to be associated with an adequate
dose of goal-directed functional activities, which is
known to further promote stroke recovery.30
If patients have sufficient voluntary activation of
muscles to produce movement early after stroke,
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they can be expected to execute repetitive, functional activities (e.g., functional training). Indeed,
patients at least 1 year after stroke who have some
ability to produce voluntary extension of the wrist
have been shown to improve following constraintinduced therapy, which “forces” increased activity
with the paretic limb.2,31–38 If, however, patients do
not have sufficient voluntary activation of muscles,
the challenge is how to provide such functionally
related input. Clinical studies suggest that some
function can be gained early after stroke following
repetitive movement to stimulate muscle activity
particularly around the shoulder complex,39,40 but
normal movement during functional activity
requires activation of muscles in functionally
related temporal sequences.41 This may be facilitated by motor imagery42: a form of mental imagery
in which even paralyzed patients could participate. It is reported to be beneficial in stroke rehabilitation,43,44 although studies on healthy adults
suggest that it will probably not replace actual
physical practice in those stroke patients with sufficient residual movement control and power to
attempt functional goals.45,46
Mental imagery is said to occur when “perceptual information is accessed from memory.”47 In
the case of motor imagery, this is when movement
is imagined rather than executed. Studies with
small samples of individuals after stroke have
found that motor imagery training may improve
performance on the trained task.48,49 In intact normal individuals, motor imagery activates brain
areas used in movement control, including the
premotor cortex, primary motor cortex, and parietal lobe,50–53 which may be the basis of “mental
practice” to improve motor performance
(reviewed by Kosslyn and colleagues 47 and
Page43). In stroke patients (aged 51–82 years with
left hemiplegia associated with a variety of lesion
sites in the right hemisphere), EEG studies have
shown that brain activity changes during motor
imagery and that these changes are similar to those
obtained in healthy adults.54 But not all brain areas
involved in the execution of movement are activated by motor imagery,55,56 and early after stroke
many patients experience fatigue,57–59 reducing the
level of attention.57 This may impair the ability to
concentrate sufficiently to participate in motor
imagery. A key limitation is that compliance with
mental imagery is difficult to assess, as no movement is observable and thus clinical assessment
and correction of performance is difficult.

6

The Mirror Neurone System
One way of overcoming these limitations and
developing motor imagery as a therapeutic strategy is suggested by simulation theory: a philosophical account of how intentions of others
are inferred from their actions by the observer’s
internal generation of similar activities and
processes.7,60 The theory proposed the existence
of a central nervous functional correspondence
between movement (action) imagery, movement
observation, and movement execution. This proposal has been supported by studies in the monkey that an observation/execution matching system, the “mirror neurone system,” exists in
monkeys for goal-directed activity involving
manipulation of objects and mouth movements
and that mirror neurones could be identified in
brain area F5.7–11
In humans, there is evidence that when Broca’s
area (Brodmann area 44, which is held to be the
human equivalent of monkey area F5) is inhibited
by transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), imitation and manual dexterity may then be adversely
affected. For example, the number of errors for an
imitation task executed with the dominant right
hand was found to be significantly higher when
activity in the pars opercularis was inhibited by
TMS than when activity in the occipital cortex was
similarly inhibited. 61 In another experimental
study, TMS over area 44 in all subjects gave rise to
immediate slowing and clumsiness of contralateral
fine finger movements.62 These experimental findings suggest that mirror neurones, found in monkeys, probably also exist in healthy adult humans.
Indeed, Broca’s area has been found to be activated during preparation to imitate a movement,63
by imagining hand actions and by observing hand
actions (reviewed by Rizzolatti and colleagues64).
In man, it might be possible therefore to use observation of another’s hand and arm movements as a
therapy to produce activity in the “mirror neurone
system” and thus facilitate activity in stroke
patients. This could serve as a substrate for
rebuilding sufficient activity in the movement execution system for the production of voluntary
movement in paretic limbs after stroke. However,
the success of an observation therapy would be
dependent on a mirror neurone system being present in humans as well as monkeys and that this has
correspondence with the movement execution
system. Therapeutic benefit would also be
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expected to be dependent on certain brain areas
being intact after stroke. Indeed, experimental
findings61–64 indicate that an intact Broca’s area
might be essential for benefit from observation
therapy after stroke. Other areas of the movement
execution system might also need to be intact,
although white matter connectivity might be more
important after stroke.6
In a meta-analysis of fMRI and PET studies, it
was found that key parts of the human movement
execution system were activated by execution,
imagining action, and observing action.12 These
findings provide further evidence for a mirror
neurone system in humans corresponding with the
movement execution system, although activation
of the primary motor cortex (M1) and the ventral
premotor cortex (Brodmann area 44) was not
found during observation and observation with
intent to imitate (OTI). There is some support
therefore for using observation of another’s motor
action as a therapy for stroke patients with severe
paresis. The point of providing an observation
therapy would be to facilitate the voluntary production of movement; in therapeutic use, therefore, the condition of interest would be observation with intent to imitate (OTI). Indeed, healthy
volunteers have been found to produce a finger
movement faster when observing and intending to
imitate the same movement produced by another
than in response to symbolic or spatial cues to
move their fingers.65,66 In addition, clinical reports
suggest that copying the therapist after observation with intent to imitate has a greater beneficial
effect on functional ability than following verbal
instructions to complete a functional task. It is
important to note that it is possible that the mirror
n e u r o n e s y s t e m p r o v id e s t h e m e c h an is m
underlying these experimental and clinical
reports.
Direct support from the meta-analysis for a
potential therapy of OTI is limited for 4 main
reasons:
12

1. The primary studies included in a previous metaanalysis12 analyzed imaging data using a subtraction method, that is, the subtraction of functionally
activated regions in one experimental condition
from those activated during another condition.
This provides data only on the differences
between the experimental conditions examined.
Thus, the full extent of the functional network
attributed to a given experimental condition could
not be determined. Essentially the meta-analysis
provides information about differences between

conditions rather than what all the conditions
have in common. But the possibility remains that
observation conditions do produce activity in the
areas of motor and premotor cortex activated by
both execution and imagining action.
2. It is not possible to separate data relating to differences between observation and OTI from the
results of the meta-analysis as these were combined for the purposes of the study.12 Of the 8
observation studies included in the meta-analysis,
only 2 used the paradigm of observation with
intent to imitate. Whether observation and OTI
produce activation in the same parts of the brain
consequently cannot be determined from this
meta-analysis.
3. The aim of the meta-analysis12 was to find whether
a mirror neurone system exists in the human brain
and whether there is functional correspondence
with the movement execution system. No data
were provided regarding the activity of upper limb
muscles in relation to the task. However, it would
be of clinical importance if observation of
another’s action, with or without the intention to
imitate, increased activity in the motor neurones
and muscles that would be employed in the
observed action, that is, to prime them for actual,
observable functional activity. There is some independent evidence that activity is increased in muscles by observation of another’s action. For example, observation of arm wrestling has been found
to increase EMG activity in arm muscles, whereas
observation of stuttering was found to increase
EMG activity in lip muscles. 67 Furthermore, in
TMS studies, observation of another’s motor
action facilitates the cortex and thereby activates
the muscles relevant for the action being
observed.62,68–70 Thus, observing another’s movement might increase activity in the motor
neurones supplying effector muscles and thus
prime them for actual observable movement.
4. Although these findings suggest that observation
of another’s movement may be a potential therapy
after stroke to facilitate activity in brain areas activated during movement execution,12 none of the
primary studies was undertaken in stroke patients,
and consequently there is no direct evidence that
the same networks will be activated in stroke
patients. Moreover, the meta-analysis provided no
direct information about the effects of different
sites of brain damage on activation of the movement execution system and muscles relevant to
the observed movement. This information will be
of critical importance for the identification of
stroke patients who might be most likely to benefit
from this potential therapy.

In summary, there is substantial indirect evidence
of a human mirror neurone system and for
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increased activity in relevant muscles when motor
activity is observed. This leads to the hypothesis
that performance of movement could be improved
by the therapeutic use of OTI to train the movement execution system of stroke patients who
have paralysis or severe paresis, to bring them to
the point at which they could actively participate
in a rehabilitation program consisting of repetitive
functional activities. However, it is reasonable to
assume that benefit from OTI after stroke might be
limited by the areas of brain that have been damaged. What is immediately lacking is information
about the full extent of activation in the movement
execution system by OTI in groups of stroke
patients with different brain lesions to inform clinical studies of the potential therapeutic use of OTI
after stroke.

muscle activity that would be involved in the execution of the observed movement?

Literature Search
We used the search terms imitative behaviour
(physiology) and mirror neurones to search the
electronic databases: MEDLINE, EMBASE, AMED,
and CINAHL (1966 to June 2004). In addition, we
searched our own “library” of published papers
and the reference lists of included papers.

Inclusion Criteria for Identified
Published Studies
All studies.

PART 2. AREAS OF THE MOVEMENT
EXECUTION SYSTEM ACTIVATED BY
OBSERVATION AND OBSERVATION
WITH INTENT TO IMITATE
Purpose
The primary purpose of the published metaanalysis was to review the evidence for the existence of the mirror neurone system and not to
determine the potential for using OTI for treating
stroke patients. Moreover, further primary studies
have been published since publication of the
meta-analysis in 2001. We therefore conducted a
systematic review of the published neuroimaging
studies to determine whether there was sufficient
information as yet to answer the following clinical
questions:
12

1. In healthy volunteers, what is the full extent of the
movement execution system activated by observation and observation with intent to imitate?
2. In healthy volunteers, are there differences in the
areas of the movement execution system (including muscles that would be involved in execution
of the observed movement) activated by mere
observation of another’s movement as opposed to
observation of another’s movement with the intention to imitate?
3. In stroke patients observing another’s movement
with the intention to imitate, what are the effects
of different sites of brain damage on activation of
the movement execution system including the

8

1. Adult human subjects (healthy volunteers and
people who have suffered a stroke)
2. Data provided on upper limb activity

Studies examining areas of brain activity.
3. Neuroimaging of brain activity using fMRI, PET, or
MEG (magneto-encephalography)
4. Compared the brain areas activated by observation and OTI of another’s upper limb movement
and/or provided data on the full extent of areas
activated by observation or OTI (with or without
the presence of an object)

Studies examining muscle activation.
5. Examined muscles activated by observation of
another’s upper limb movement with and without
the intention to imitate using TMS

Identification of Relevant Trials and
Extraction of Data
Two researchers independently assessed the
abstracts of identified studies against the inclusion
criteria to identify those papers that were likely to
meet the inclusion criteria. These full papers were
then read independently by 2 researchers who
assessed whether they did or did not meet the
inclusion criteria. Any disagreements were
resolved through discussion and referral to the full
paper to decide whether or not the paper was to be
included in this systematic review. This process
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Table 1.

Outline of Relevant Experimental Conditions in Neuroimaging Studies Included in the Systematic Review
Imaging
Modality

Study Reference
68

Subjects

Outline of Experimental Conditions
Relevant to This Review

TMS

16 healthy righthanded volunteers
aged 26 (19–38)

1. Observed a movement of left and right hands on a
computer screen. The index finger of each stimulus
hand moved toward a red dot every 600 ms 2.
Observed an object movement on a computer screen

Buccino 200175

fMRI

12 healthy righthanded volunteers
aged 25–38

1. Observed videotaped object-related upper limb
actions performed by another 2. Observed videotaped
non-object-related upper limb actions performed by
another

Fadiga 199569

TMS

12 healthy volunteers, 1. Observed another tracing a complex geometric
(handedness)
shape in the air 2. Observed another grasping objects
of different sizes and shapes 3. Observed same
objects as in object-grasping condition

Grafton 199672

PET

7 healthy righthanded volunteers
aged 22.6 (19–28)

1. Observed object being held by examiner 2.
Observed object being grasped by examiner using
precision grasp—“only the final enclosure of the
examiner’s fingers with each object was viewed”

Grezes 199873

PET

10 healthy righthanded volunteers
aged 20–28

1. Observed a pantomime of a meaningful action
(e.g., opening bottle, sewing button) 2. Observed
with intent to imitate a pantomime of a meaningful
action 3. Observed a pantomime of action meaningless to subjects (American Sign Language) 4.
Observed with intent to imitate a pantomime of a
meaningless action

Grezes 199974

PET

9 healthy righthanded volunteers
aged 23–36

1. Observed without purpose—learned meaningless
movements 2. Observed to imitate—learned meaningless movements 3. Observed without purpose—
unknown meaningless movements 4. Observed to
imitate—unknown meaningless movements

Grezes 200376

fMRI

12 healthy righthanded volunteers
aged 19–39

1. Observed an object, a grasp and an object being
grasped 2. Observed a stationary background 3. Executed grasp appropriate for object, pantomime of
grasping object, and grasping object

Jarvelainen 200471

MEG

9 healthy righthanded volunteers
aged 28.1 ± 3.1

1. Observed experimenter using chopsticks to move
small objects, with chopsticks making same movements but not moving objects, moving small objects
using thumb/index finger 2. Rested fixating eyes on a
point on the wall

Strafella 200070

TMS

8 healthy righthanded volunteers
aged 25 ± 5

1. Observed experimenter handwriting and moving
arm 2. Resting condition

Aziz-Zadeh 2002

resulted in a set of papers from which data were
then extracted independently by 2 researchers
(these are referred to as included papers).

Results
The literature search identified 89 papers, and a
further 12 were identified from our library. Of
these 101 papers, 42 passed through the abstract

screen for review of the full papers. Nine papers
met all the study criteria and were included for
data extraction. The neuroimaging modality was
MEG in 1 study.71 PET in 3 studies,72–74 fMRI in 2
studies,75,76 and TMS in the remaining 3 studies.68–70
The subjects were healthy volunteers in all the
studies and were described as right-handed in 8 of
the 9 (one study did not state which hand was
dominant). The experimental conditions used in
included studies are outlined in Table 1.
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Table 2. Areas Activated by Observation of Movement and Observation of Movement with Intention to Imitate as
Found by Studies Included in This Review
Brodmann Area
(Where Known or Relevant)

Areas
Primary motor cortex (M1)
Premotor cortex
Supplementary motor area
Ventral precentral sulcus
Anterior intraparietal area
Inferior parietal sulcus
Intraparietal sulcus
Parietal operculum
Superior temporal sulcus
Posterior cerebellum: medial
Muscles appropriate for action
being observed

6, 44, 45
6
40/42
22/40
21/22

Extent of activation of movement execution system
by observation and OTI. The studies included in
the present systematic review provided no information about the extent of activation of the movement execution system by OTI (Table 2). For
observation of another’s movement, activation
was found in the ventral precentral sulcus, primary
motor cortex, premotor cortex, supplementary
motor area, anterior intraparietal area, intraparietal
sulcus, inferior parietal sulcus, parietal operculum,
superior temporal sulcus, posterior cerebellum,
and also the muscles that would be included in execution of the activity being observed (Table 2).
Differences between observation and observation
with intent to imitate. The effects of observation
and OTI on the activation of areas of the movement execution system are shown in Table 3. Differences were found between observation and
OTI including activation of the parietal lobe and
cerebellum in OTI but not in observation.
Effects of stroke lesions. No studies were identified
by the present systematic review.

Interpretation
The findings of this systematic review extend
those of Grezes and Decety,12 as they provide evidence that M1, the premotor cortex, and muscles
appropriate for the action being observed are
probably activated in healthy volunteers observing
another’s motor activity (Table 2). However, it is
clear from Table 2 that the full extent of the move-

10

Observation
to Imitate

Observation
Left71
Left72; bilateral75,76
Right72
Left76
Bilateral75
Left72
Bilateral76
Left72; right76
Left72; bilateral76
Right72

No
No
No
No
No
No

Yes68–70

No data available

data
data
data
data
data
data

available
available
available
available
available
available

No data available
No data available
No data available

ment execution system activated by observation
and OTI remains to be elucidated in healthy volunteers. It is conspicuous that little information is
available on the extent of the movement execution
network activated by OTI (Table 2), although
some information about brain areas involved is
provided by 2 studies conducted by Grezes and
colleagues73,74 (Table 3). These data, though, are
limited, as the primary studies used the subtraction
method to analyze imaging data. It is, however,
reasonable to assume that as muscles appropriate
for the action being observed are activated by
observing another’s movement, then they would
also be activated by observation with intent to imitate (OTI). Consequently, in healthy volunteers,
there is indirect evidence that sufficient areas of
the movement execution system are activated by
OTI to increase EMG activity in relevant motorneurones and muscles, but it remains unknown
exactly which brain areas are activated.
In stroke subjects, the present systematic review
found no evidence to guide the use of OTI as a
potential therapeutic strategy. Further work is
needed to explore the effects of OTI on activation
of the movement execution system in groups of
stroke patients with different brain lesions. In
addition, the experimental conditions used by
Grezes and colleagues73,74 are not directly related
to the upper limb motor activity that would be
trained after stroke, as they included meaningless
movements (Table 1). Clinical experience and
experimental studies18,23–25 indicate that therapy is
probably best directed at improving ability to use
the paretic upper limb to undertake everyday tasks
such as brushing teeth or in tasks requiring some
dexterity such as turning the pages of a book. Fur-
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Table 3. Areas Differentially Activated by Observation of Movement and Observation of Movement with Intention to
Imitate as Found by Studies Included in This Review
Brodmann Area
(Where Known or Relevant)

Areas
Bilateral areas (generally left more active)
Precentral gyrus
Superior parietal lobule
Precuneus
Cerebellum
Left areas
Inferior frontal gyrus
Fusiform gyrus
Cuneus
Superior parietal lobule
Inferior temporal gyrus
Right areas
Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex following
middle frontal sulcus
Lingual gyrus
Anterior cingulate gyrus
Superior parietal lobule crossing intraparietal
sulcus and extending into the inferior parietal
lobule (BA 40)
Inferior parietal
Cerebellum

ther work is required to investigate whether the
findings summarized in Table 3 can be generalized
to stroke subjects observing meaningful, objectrelated motor tasks with the intent to imitate them.

PART 3. SYNTHESIS AND HYPOTHESIS
In the presence of severe paralysis or paresis,
precluding sufficient voluntary activation of muscle to produce functional activity, it is possible that
OTI might produce activity in the movement execution system including the motorneurones and
paretic muscles required to produce the observed
action, and hence might improve the recovery of
movement and functional ability after stroke.
The present review demonstrates there is as yet
insufficient direct evidence to enable the testing of
this hypothesis in stroke subjects. First, studies in
normal subjects are needed to determine the activation of different brain sites in response to OTI.
Second, studies are needed in stroke subjects to
determine how activation is affected after damage
to different brain areas. The information from such
studies should provide important knowledge to
inform the identification of those stroke patients
who might be most likely to benefit from OTI and
therefore guide essential phase I clinical studies.

Observation

4
19

Observation
to Imitate
Yes74
Yes74
Yes74
Yes74

44–45
20
7
7
20/38

Yes73
Yes73

19/18

Yes73

Yes73

7 → 40

Yes74
Yes73

Yes74
Yes74
Yes73
Yes74
Yes73
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